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Who We Are
The Victorian Public Tenants’ Association (VPTA) is the voice of public
housing in Victoria.
As the peak body representing existing public housing tenants and those on
the waitlist, our goal is to provide advice to tenants, and to improve and
expand the public housing system in Victoria. Although not formally part of
our role, we also assist commu nity housing tenants where possible.
While our work is in Victoria – we are the only peak body in Australia which
exclusively represents public housing tenants or people who live in social
housing.
We undertake systemic advocacy and provide policy advice to the Victorian
Department of Health and Human Services (‘the Department’), undertake
community engagement work and operate a free and confidential telephone
advice service. In the 2019 -20 financial year, we assisted 564 residents with
in-depth advice and assistance.

Housing, the Economy, and Covid-19
Housing issues have become front of mind for many people as a result of the
pandemic.
Housing security in Australia relies heavily on employment security, with high
proportions of the population experienc ing housing stress (defined as paying
more than 30 per cent of their income on rent), or close to it.
The rapid recession which Australia has fallen in to, and the widespread drop
in hours worked across a broad range of industries has exposed the
prevalence of insecure and casual work in our economy.
Many everyday Australians have realised, for the first time, that their living
standard is not, actually, as secure as they once thought. We are in the
middle of a mass realisation that, what housing advocate s have been saying
for a long time, is correct. It’s easy for someone to go from relative comfort
and security to experiencing homelessness, and it can happen quickly.
We anticipate that the economic impacts of covid -19 are going to continue to
drive up unemployment, and therefore homelessness and housing insecurity
also.
The Australian Bureau of Statistics April Labour Force data found that month
on month the youth unemployment rate alone has increased to 13.8 per cent,
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the underutilisation rate increase d to almost 10 per cent and that close to
half a million people have abandoned the labour market altogether. 1
Statistics also tell us that the median job search in Victoria is around nine
weeks, and for someone who has been long term unemployed, it is more than
two years, at 106 weeks. 2
We believe it is unlikely that someone who has lost their income would be
able to sustain a tenancy, or maintain mortgage repayments, for any longer
than the median of nine weeks it takes to find alte rnative employment.
Recent modelling undertaken by Equity Economics has found a correlation
between increasing unemployment and increasing numbers of people
experiencing homelessness. 3
Nationwide, 37 per cent of the Australian workforce have no access t o paid
leave entitlements. 4 They would be completely reliant on savings in the event
of an unexpected job loss. Many of these people are thought to be working in
industries that are particularly vulnerable to closure as a result of prolonged
periods of lockdown or isolation. 5
Deloitte Access Economics have forecast that the unemployment rate will not
return to pre-pandemic levels until 2024, and that there is a “very strong
case for governments to keep going hard and smart throughout this recovery
– accepting a further period of higher deficits” due to increased borrowing to
fund infrastructure stimulus. 6
Given the link between unemployment and experiences of homelessness, we
believe the priority for the Victorian Government should be the creation of
jobs as well as action on the long housing wait list for people experiencing
homelessness or housing insecurity. This is best achieved through additional
construction of public housing.
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Demand for housing assistance in Victoria
Victoria has been unable to keep up with spiraling demand for our limited
social housing stock for decades. We anticipate that the events of 2020 to
date will further exacerbate demand.
In late 2019, we estimated that 100,000 individual Victorians were co vered
by an application on the Victorian Housing Register (VHR). Since that time,
Australia has experienced a furious summer of unprecedented bushfires and
a global pandemic.
The most recent VHR figures come from the end of the March quarter 2020.
They show a total of 51,9891 applications, of which 27,512, or more than half
(53 per cent) are in the priority access category. 7
The timing of this data suggests the figures include the initial wave of people
affected by the bushfires in Victoria, but not futur e waves, and not people
whose housing or financial situation has become precarious as a result of
covid-19.
The full extent of how the covid -19 pandemic will impact housing security for
Victorians is yet to be seen.
Already, the Australian Bureau of Stat istics reports that close to one third of
people nationally have reported a negative impact on their household
finances and 7.5 per cent of people have reported difficulty paying bills. 8
Many people are currently insulated from unemployment by the JobKeep er
program, or from serious financial hardship by the temporarily higher rate of
the JobSeeker payment.
It is likely that not all businesses which are eligible for JobKeeper will be in a
position to either keep all existing staff, or reopen at all, when t he program
ends in 2021, or when payments for eligible employees begin to reduce in
September.
Further, despite calls from the community sector, the rate of JobSeeker will
drop considerably in September. The Federal Government has ruled out
maintaining the higher payment, and has so far failed to confirm whether
there will be a permanent increase to the base rate of the payment, which is
wholly inadequate to allow a re cipient to afford housing.
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Victorian Government, ‘Victorian Housing Register’, accessed online:
https://www.housing.vic.gov.au/victorian-housing-register, 15 June 2020.
8
Equity Economics, ‘Supporting Economic Recovery in NSW,’ pg 5, using data from Australian Bureau of
Statistics, ‘Household Impacts of Covid-19 Survey, 14 – 17 April 2020’.
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Already, the decreased rate of JobSeeker will make housing unaffordable for
many Victorian recipients.
The average rent in Melbourne is $370 per week. The new rate of JobSeeker
is $408 per week, and $70 for Commonwealth Rent As sistance. After rent,
recipients will be left with just $15 per day for all other essentials.
We have been supportive of Victorian Government initiatives to assist
people, particularly renters, to maintain their housing during the covid -19
period, including the rent relief scheme and moratorium on evictions.
However, we remain concerned that when these programs are due to end,
other support (such as JobKeeper and higher rates of JobSeeker) also reduce,
and many people may find themselves in insecure housi ng at that time. This
has the potential to create further demand for social housing in September
and the months beyond.

‘Hard Lockdowns’ and How to Avoid Them
The community was rightly troubled and concerned by the hard lockdown of
the nine public hou sing high rise apartment buildings in Flemington and
North Melbourne.
Perhaps one of the rare silver linings to emerge from the pandemic, and that
situation is that the negative stigma associated with public housing, and the
high-rise buildings in particu lar, in some sections of the community has been
well and truly challenged.
People were given an opportunity to see the truth about the people who call
these buildings home – that they are a warm, vibrant and resilient community
that looks out for one anot her.
The 2020 Report on Government Services found that public housing in
Victoria has an overcrowding rate of 4.3 per cent, compared to the national
average of 3.8 per cent. 9 Anecdotally, we know that much of this
overcrowding occurs in the high -rise apartment buildings.
When large numbers of people, many of whom have existing health
conditions that leave them especially vulnerable to covid -19, share very small
apartments, an d shared facilities like lifts are often out of order - forcing
crowding of more people in to fewer lifts and therefore increasing
touchpoints – it creates the perfect conditions for illness to spread.
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Productivity Commission, Report on Government Services 2020, Table 18A.25.
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This is not, and should not, be taken as a reflection of residents. It is a
reflection of a housing system under significant stress, incapable of providing
enough support for all the people who need it.
We can avoid this in the future by ensuring we have sufficien t and wellmaintained public housing stock.
We also call for all Government Department’s to formally expand their
emergency responses to include plans for dealing with a public health
emergency that have meaningful opportunities for community consultation
built in, and greater oversight and auditin g of maintenance and cleaning
contractors employed by the Department.
We can never again be in a situation where emergencies are not properly
prepared for, communities are not properly consulted with and cultural
needs are not fully taken in to account an d addressed, including clear
communication in all relevant community languages and the provision of
supplies and support that are culturally appropriate.

Social housing is a proven stimulus
Building social housing as economic stimulus has a strong record of success
in Australia, and is a widely supported concept across industries, interest
groups and sectors.
We believe this is the most effective way to stimulate the economy and
respond to the significant existing and future need for housing assistance.
The Australian Housing and Urban Research Institute have written that:
“With high unemployment and increase d incidence of homelessness a
likely outcome of the economic downturn, new social housing will be
essential to ensure housing outcomes do not worsen.” 10
And also;
“Investing in housing construction is a key post -pandemic economic
strategy to both boost j obs and to provide infrastructure that benefits
a great number of Australians. This can include both increasing
functioning for supply of public and social housing dwellings.” 11
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AHURI, ‘AHURI Brief – Why building housing infrastructure after the pandemic can benefit Australia,’
accessed online, https://www.ahuri.edu.au/policy/ahuri-briefs/why-building-housing-infrastructure-after-thepandemic-can-benefit-australia, 14 May 2020.
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The Social Housing Initiative, which formed part of the Rudd Governments’
economic stimulus plan following the Global Financial Crisis was found by
KPMG to be an incredibly effective stimulus.
That program generated approximately $1.5 billion per annum over the life of
the program in additional construction activity, and $1.30 in total turnover
was generated in the economy for every $1 invested. The program also
created a significant number of jobs – 14,000. 12
Overall, 19,700 new dwellings were constructed and a further 12,000
previously uninhabitable dwellings received works to al low them to be
tenanted once again. 13
As a result of the Social Housing Initiative, 8 ,400 people experiencing
homelessness were housed, “highlighting the importance of housing supply in
programs aimed at reducing homelessness.” 14
Despite the success of the program, it did not have a significant impact on
the length of waitlists for housing around the country. It is largely thought
that the increase in construction activity at the time of the Global Financial
Crisis roughly matched the increase of demand, and as a result numbers on
waitlists remained relatively similar. 15
This shows that a boost to social housing stock is necessary at times of
economic shock to ensure that waitlists do not become even more
unmanageable, but also that either ongo ing work will be needed to continue
to address the housing security of Victorians beyond an initial construction
stimulus, or alternatively, the size of the stimulus would need to be
significantly greater than the Social Housing Initiative.
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KPMG, ‘Housing Ministers’ Advisory Committee Social Housing Initiative Review,’ September 2012, pg 2, see
table E.1.
13
KPMG, ‘Housing Ministers’ Advisory Committee Social Housing Initiative Review,’ pg 3 – 4.
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KPMG, ‘Housing Ministers’ Advisory Committee Social Housing Initiative Review,’ pg 5.
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KPMG, ‘Housing Ministers’ Advisory Committee Social Housing Initiative Review,’ pg 55-56.
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The Cost of Inaction
Demand for social housing in Victoria is significant, unmet and shows no sign
of abating.
Failing to take the opportunity to heavily invest in construction of new public
housing now, we believe, opens the Victorian Government to severe
opportunity cost, and would waste the significant public sentiment currently
in favour of this type of spendin g.
The Victorian Housing Peaks Alliance, of which we are a member, recently
released the report, ‘Make Social Housing Work: A Framework for Victoria’s
Public and Community Housing 2020 – 2030.’
In it, we call for the Victorian Government to construct 6,0 00 new social
housing properties every year for the next 10 years, in order to bring
Victoria’s social housing stock levels to the national average of 4.5 per cent. 16
We are further of the view that two thirds of these properties should be
public housing, meaning they are both owned and managed by the Director of
Housing. This would be in addition to the Housing Peaks recommendation
that 300 of the properties should be for Indigenous housing.
We are aware that this is a significant number and would require a significant
financial commitment from the State Government. We believe the current
climate presents an ideal opportunity to begin such a program strongly.
Beyond the benefits associated with social housing construction as a form of
economic stimulus th at are discussed elsewhere in this submission,
constructing social housing at any time is a smart investment.
In short, it is more cost effective to ensure people are housed, than it is to
fund homelessness and crisis services at ever increasing rates.
Economic modelling done recently in New South Wales suggest that the cost
to the State economy there from increased homelessness to be between $218
million and $445 million per annum as a result of higher health and social
service costs. 17
An earlier, Victorian analysis found that for every $1 invested in last resort
housing, $2.70 in benefit is generated for the community. 18 It is indisputable
that the benefits of providing housing options far outweigh the costs.
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Housing Peaks Alliance, ‘Make Social Housing Work: A Framework for Victoria’s Public and Community
Housing 2020 – 2030,’ 2020, pg 6.
17
Equity Economics, ‘Supporting Economic Recovery in NSW,’ pg 3.
18
Melbourne Sustainable Society Institute, ‘The Case for Investing in Last Resort Housing,’ 2017, Accessed
online: https://sustainable.unimelb.edu.au/publications/issues-papers/last-resort-housing, pg 5.
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Currently in Victoria, close to 44 per cent of people released from jail return
to incarceration within two years. This often is at least partially as a result of
a lack of housing on release. This costs the Victorian economy $118,000 per
prisoner, per year. 19
We would be a heathier, happier, safer, and more diverse community if we
had more public housing.

Why form of tenure is important
We have made a specific recommendation that two thirds of the social
housing built by the Government should be public housi ng.
We make this recommendation because there is currently a significant
amount of urgent need in Victoria, and the cohort of people with the most
urgent need are generally very low income people, often reliant on the base
rates of payments like JobSeeker (formerly known as Newstart) and Youth
Allowance. Public housing is more effective at housing, and better able to
afford to house the people in this group.
In 2018, Emeritus Professor Gavin Wood from RMIT was a key author on a
research piece titled, ‘ How do housing and labour markets affect individual
homelessness?’ The research found that public housing is the most
protective factor against homelessness, and that community housing did not
have the same preventative effect. Specifically, the researchers wrote:
“Importantly, we found public housing to be a very strong
protective factor reducing homelessness. Public housing is
particularly effective because it is affordable. It has also
traditionally offered a long -term, secure housing option for those
at the bottom of the housing market. This is because public
housing leases provide the benefits of security of tenure commonly
associated with home ownership. Community housing on the other
hand appears not to offer the same level of protection. These
findings emerge despite community housing being affordable,
however security of tenure is weaker possibly because providers
are more dependent on rent revenue and therefore less tolerant of
rental arrears.” 20
Protecting existing public housing stock, and adding to it, are both key to
addressing growing levels of homelessness.
19

Housing Peaks Alliance, ‘Make Social Housing Work’, pg 3.
Johnson G, Scutella R, Tseng Y and Wood G, ‘How do housing and labour markets affect individual
homelessness?’, Housing Studies, 2018, https://doi.org/10.1080/02673037.2018.1520819.
20
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We are not against community housing.
We believe that the housing problems faced by our communities are
immense. Public housing alone cannot hope to deliver a holistic solution. Nor
can community housing. Public and community housing must continue to
exist and grow side by side. Only then, can we truly say that the structural
foundations are in place for a public/private housing sy stem where there is
an appropriate and affordable option for every Victorian - a system that
leaves nobody behind.
The financial and regulatory model of the community housing sector renders
it fundamentally incapable of addressing homelessness.
In order to maintain financial viability, community housing providers are
limited in the amount of people they can house who receive an
Allowance payment as their main source of income.
This is because rent is usually charged as a proportion of household
income, and, until these levels were temporarily increased recently, the
low level of these payments did not generate sufficiently high enough
rents for the provider to balance their books sustainably.
Those who are the most vulnerable, and the hardest to house , tend to
receive an Allowance payment - usually JobSeeker.
In response to the Senate Community Affairs Committee’s Inquiry into
the Adequacy of Newstart and related payment, the peak body for
community housing in New South Wales wrote:
“One effect of a growing number of Newstart recipients in social
housing is a reducing rental revenue stream to maintain properties and
provide vital services to tenants and people seeking housing. Without
an explicit subsidy to meet the gap between rent collected and th e cost
of maintaining the system, the social housing model is financially
unsustainable.” 21
St Kilda based community housing provider, South Port Community Housing
Group Inc, wrote:

21

Community Housing Industry Association of NSW, Submission to the Inquiry into the adequacy of Newstart
and related payments and alternative mechanisms to determine the level of income support payments in
Australia. Pg 5.
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“…our compassion can only last so long. We are established as ‘social
businesses’. Our staff wages are paid by rent collected. The Newstart
situation is affecting our sustainability and viability.” 22
Additionally, many people in need of housing have multiple and complex
needs. Sometimes, this means that they may fall in to rent arrears or exhibit
anti-social behaviour from time to time.
Most community housing providers do not have the same financial capacity
as the Victorian Government and rely much more directly on rental income
for their operations. As a result, they cannot a fford to be as tolerant
landlords as the Government. This means that when a person who lives in
community housing falls in to rent arrears, their landlord is less able to work
with them in order to re -establish payment and may need to move through
the evictions process significantly quicker.
More often than not, an eviction from a social housing tenure means an
eviction into homelessness.
Relying on community housing solely will not address homelessness in any
community. Public housing must always be the central pillar.
Other differences also point to public housing as being the most appropriate
form of tenure for addressing homelessness. In particular, this is relevant to
the different methods of calculating rent between public and community
housing, and also the rules about how properties are allocated in each form
of tenure. The following examples are taken from the Victorian context.
Calculation of rent
Rents in public housing are capped at 25 per cent of household income.
People who live in public housing therefore pay the lower of:
•
•

Market rent, or
25 per cent of household income (called rebated rent).

People who live in public housing are not eligible to receive
Commonwealth Rent Assistance.
Rents in community housing are more expensive. Community housing
providers charge at least 30 per cent of household income as rent, with
many providers charging more. Additionally, people who live in
community housing are required to claim Commonwealth Ren t
Assistance, with this payment going directly to the community housing
provider.
22

South Port Community Housing Group Inc, Submission to the Inquiry into the adequacy of Newstart and
related payments and alternative mechanisms to determine the level of income support payments in Australia,
pg 6.
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This means that the person receiving Commonwealth Rent Assistance
does not directly receive the benefit of this supplementary payment.
Allocation of properties
Although both public and community housing applications are held on
the Victorian Housing Register, the rules about how properties are
allocated to those who have applied for housing are different for each
tenure type.
Public housing allocations must always be ma de to the person with the
greatest need for whom the property is suitable. If that applicant, for
whatever reason, does not accept the property or cannot be contacted,
the property is offered to the person with the next greatest need for
whom the property is suitable.
This ensures that those with the most urgent of needs are placed as
soon as possible.
Community housing providers have more discretion when offering
properties, this can result in allocations being made to people whose
need is less urgent than others and allows the provider to choose the
tenants who are likely to be easier to manage, or more desirable.
Community housing providers must make 75 per cent of their allocations
to people who are on the ‘Priority Access’ section of the Victorian
Housing Register. However, when we consider that the ‘Priority Access’
section makes up more than half of all applications 23, it becomes clear
that this is still a very wide discretion.
Further, the remaining 25 per cent of allocations into community
housing do not necessarily need to be made from the Victorian Housing
Register at all.
The discrepancy in allocations rules is a key reason why we believe the
existing proportional split between public and community housing stock
levels must be protected – and that public housing must grow.
The nature of the allocations rules means that the only way to ensure that
those with the greatest need are housed at the first opportunity, is to create
growth in public housing.
Our experience, working wit h social housing residents provides a number of
case studies in which, despite living in social housing, many community
23

Victorian Housing Register and transfer lists by local area, accessible at Victorian Housing Register,
https://www.housing.vic.gov.au/victorian-housing-register, (accessed 19 December 2019).
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housing residents are struggling to make ends meet, and cannot afford to pay
rent.
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Recommendations
We applaud the Government’s initial plan to invest in maintenance of 15,000
properties, upgrades to a further 2,100 and construction of 110 new public
housing dwellings in Reservoir as an important first step.
We urge the committee to sol idify these policies, by further recommending
the Government:
1. Commit to construction of 6,000 new social housing properties every
year over the next ten years, as recommended by the Housing Peaks
Alliance.
a. In particular we believe that two thirds of these properties
should be traditional public housing properties, and that a
further 300 should be set aside as Indigenous Housing.
2. Publish a 10 year strategy that sets out how the Victorian Government
will achieve the construc tion of these properties.
3. Immediately seek to develop public housing on suitable, vacant public
land.
4. Ensure maintenance is undertaken on uninhabitable properties to
ensure existing public housing stock is fully utilized.
5. Consider ways in which overcrow ding can be urgently addressed. This
could include through consolidation of the ‘mutual swaps’ register, to
seek to re-house existing residents who wish to downsize and others
who are seeking larger properties by facilitating swaps, and through
the use of Director of Housing ‘head leases’ to take advantage of slack
in the private rental market.
6. All Government Departments to update emergency management plans
to include a specific response for public health emergencies which
includes avenues for quick and me aningful community consultation.
7. Greater oversight of maintenance and cleaning contractors employed
by the Department of Health and Human Services to undertake work
across the public housing portfolio.
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